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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The uniqueness of atom probe tomography (APT) lies on its ability to analyze physical nano-structures and correlate them to the corresponding chemical information with sub-nanometer resolutions \[[@pone.0227920.ref001], [@pone.0227920.ref002]\]. State-of-the-art specimen preparation techniques have made APT increasingly amenable to analyze the chemistry and structure of a wide range of advanced functional and structural materials ranging from multi-layer devices used in the photovoltaic industry to metallic glasses for diverse applications \[[@pone.0227920.ref001]--[@pone.0227920.ref006]\]. In particular, the evolution of laser-assisted APT has permitted the analysis of materials with semiconducting properties since specimen requirement for high electrical conductivity may be circumvented by the use of light pulses to trigger field evaporation \[[@pone.0227920.ref001], [@pone.0227920.ref002], [@pone.0227920.ref007]\]. In this case, a local increase in temperature at the tip of the needle-shaped specimen subsequent to absorption of the laser light from the pulse provides the necessary energy for surface atoms to desorb from the lattice and, under the influence of the intense electrostatic field, ionize and accelerate towards the detector. This increase in temperature decreases the effective evaporation field. Thus, the probability of sample fracture attributable to the electrostatic pressure that originates from stress induced by the electrostatic field at the specimen surface is considerably reduced \[[@pone.0227920.ref002], [@pone.0227920.ref008]\].

One of the main challenges associated with analyzing organic materials with APT is the preparation of suitable specimens. Inevitably a needle-shaped specimen of approximately 100 nm diameter at its apex must be obtained to promote field evaporation within the range of working voltages accessible to commercial atom probe setups, i.e. 2--14kV. In this regard, two of the most commonly employed methods for preparation of organic samples for APT specimens \[[@pone.0227920.ref007]--[@pone.0227920.ref010]\] are: (1) electrochemical polishing of a metal wire with the desired shape and dimensions used as a substrate for depositing a thin layer of the actual organic material of interest; (2) site-specific or bulk lift-out and shaping by means of a focused ion beam (FIB), usually in a dual beam configuration within a scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM).

In the case of FIB-based specimen preparation, and in particular for sensitive materials, great care must be taken in order to minimize ion--milling-induced damage. The conventional acceleration voltages (16-30kV), currents (≥2.5 nA) that are used to successfully shape specimens from metallic materials can lead to amorphization, chemical degradation and formation of structural defects within organic specimens \[[@pone.0227920.ref011]--[@pone.0227920.ref013]\]. Additionally, the temperature increase on the sample surface induced by ion milling may also adversely affect the microstructure and consequently the properties of different type of materials \[[@pone.0227920.ref013]--[@pone.0227920.ref015]\].

In general, FIB milling with high energy ions (normally Ga) without the application of necessary safeguards induces overall degradation of organic materials from their pristine state \[[@pone.0227920.ref011], [@pone.0227920.ref016]--[@pone.0227920.ref019]\]. For this reason, one of the approaches used to considerably mitigate damage during FIB preparation is milling under cryogenic conditions, normally below 150 K. It is well established that cryo-FIB preparation modifies the ion sputtering mechanism on the specimen by limiting sample heating during the sputtering process \[[@pone.0227920.ref012], [@pone.0227920.ref020]\]. Consequently, Ga implantation during milling is reduced which better preserves the structure and integrity of sensitive materials including extremely delicate organic or biological specimens \[[@pone.0227920.ref020]--[@pone.0227920.ref023]\].

Here, we demonstrate how cryo-FIB preparation can be used to diminish beam damage of organo-metal halide perovskite based solar cells (PSC) for APT measurements. In particular, PSCs with mixed organic/inorganic cations such as methylammonium (MA, CH~6~N^+^), formamidinium (FA, N~2~H~5~^+^), rubidium (Rb^+^) and cesium (Cs^+^) as well as mixed halide anions iodine (I^-^) and bromine (Br^**-**^) are studied. These materials have demonstrated remarkable performance, holding record power conversion efficiencies of almost 20% at the time of writing on par with established PV technologies while showing vast commercial potential in the photovoltaic landscape \[[@pone.0227920.ref024]\]. Nevertheless, some key challenges such as their toxicity and long term stability to the circumambient atmosphere remain to be resolved before their large-scale deployment. Hence, the intent of this work is to facilitate the usage of APT for analyzing photovoltaic perovskites by increasing the applicability horizon of the technique towards nano-characterization of sensitive organic-inorganic material systems.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Fabrication of PSC Solar Cells \[[@pone.0227920.ref025], [@pone.0227920.ref026]\]: Indium tin oxide (ITO) (On soda lime glass: Kintec) glass was patterned with Zn powder and 2 M HCl solution, and subsequently ultrasonically cleaned with Hellmanex soap solution, water, acetone, and 2-propanol (IPA). The samples were consequently treated with O~2~ plasma for 5 min just before deposition of a 2% colloidal dispersion of SnO2 (Alfa Aesar: 44592) in H~2~O. Afterwards, C~60~ (Sigma Aldrich: 379646) was spin coated on the SnO~2~ at 3500 rpm. The samples were then transferred to a nitrogen-filled glovebox. The 1.35 M perovskite precursor in DMF:DMSO (1:10) was spin coated and quenched by a strong N~2~ flow directed towards the sample, as described elsewhere \[[@pone.0227920.ref025]\]. The source materials used for perovskite layer synthesis were: MAI (Greatcell Solar: MS101000), FAI (Greatcell Solar: MS150000), RbI (Alfa Aesar: 13497), PbI~2~ (TCI: L0279), PbBr~2~ (TCI: L0346) and CsI (Alfa Aesar:10992)

The samples were then heated for 60 min at 100°C. Spiro-OMeTAD (Lumtec: LT-S922) was spin coated on top at 3000 rpm, after which the samples were stored in a desiccator overnight. Finally, an Au top contact (≈100 nm) was deposited under high vacuum (≈6 × 10--6 Torr). The resulting perovskite composition was Rb~0.05~ \[Cs~0.05~FA)~0.83~ (MA)~0.17~) ~0.95~\]~0.95~ Pb(I~0.90~Br~0.1~)~3~ and the final solar cell stack architecture is illustrated in [Fig 1](#pone.0227920.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Solar cell stack configuration and illustration of a final atom probe specimen.](pone.0227920.g001){#pone.0227920.g001}

In addition, these devices have remarkably exhibited excellent performance in terms of efficiencies of up to 19.7%±0.2% and a stabilized power output of 20% in their pristine state as shown in [Fig 2](#pone.0227920.g002){ref-type="fig"} \[[@pone.0227920.ref025]\].

![J-V curve of the analyzed quadruple cation perovskite.\
Inset: corresponding photovoltaic parameters.](pone.0227920.g002){#pone.0227920.g002}

Preliminary imaging: Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images from the photovoltaic device were obtained in immersion mode at 5 kV and 86 pA with a dual-beam FIB (FEI Helios Nanolab 600 and 600i).

APT needle-shaped specimen preparation: Specimens for APT were obtained with the use of a dual-beam FIB (FEI Helios Nanolab 600) system, mostly following the procedure described in Ref. \[[@pone.0227920.ref027]\]. In this case, however, for the final annular milling shaping steps a cryo-stage for liquid nitrogen cooling (Gatan C1001) inside the vacuum chamber was used to decrease the temperature of the specimen down to approximately -190 ^o^C. Moreover, since the cryo-stage cannot be tilted without damaging the SEM column pole piece due to the height of the cryo-stage, a holder was manufactured in-house as shown in ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pone.0227920.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This provided the necessary orientation for the carrier of the specimen with respect to the FIB column at 52^o^ from the horizontal without the need for tilting the cryo-stage. Lift-outs were carried out randomly throughout the surface of the sample and through the entire depth of the solar cell stack as shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0227920.g001){ref-type="fig"}. FIB milling was performed using an accelerating voltage of 16kV and variable currents ranging from 0.13nA to 45 pA to further minimize Ga damage. A final milling step at a lower accelerating voltage of 5kV was performed in order to remove the regions of the specimen that had been severely damaged by the incoming energetic Ga ions, as documented in Ref. \[[@pone.0227920.ref027]\].

![In-house manufactured holder for cryo-stage annular milling of atom probe specimens.\
(A) Holder mounted on the cryo-stage. (B) Schematic view of the holder within the dual-beam FIB.](pone.0227920.g003){#pone.0227920.g003}

APT measurements were performed using a reflectron-fitted local electrode atom probe LEAP^™^ 5000XR (Cameca Instruments Inc.). The specimen base temperature was maintained at 50--60 K, and was analyzed in laser pulsing mode, with a UV-laser (355 nm wavelength), with laser pulse energies ranging from 1 pJ to 10 pJ. The laser repetition rate was kept at 65 kHz with an average detection rate of 5 ions per 1000 pulses.

Results {#sec003}
=======

Preliminary sample characterization and specimen preparation {#sec004}
------------------------------------------------------------

A cross section of the studied PSC stack is shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0227920.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Two notable characteristics of the films are immediately evident, as previously described in Ref. \[[@pone.0227920.ref026]\], and are important for the subsequent results obtained from the APT reconstructions: First, the perovskite layer is comprised of a polycrystalline structure with columnar grains of various sizes ranging from 50 nm to 400 nm ([Fig 4](#pone.0227920.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This makes characterizing a grain boundary with APT challenging since the FIB lift-outs are randomly obtained and the diameter of the final needle-shaped specimens are considerably smaller than the grain sizes. Second, the fullerene layer is observed as discreet islands, as seen in [Fig 4](#pone.0227920.g004){ref-type="fig"}, instead of an expected continuous film presumably due to the redissolution of C~60~ upon perovskite deposition. Due to this film discontinuity, obtaining APT specimens that contain fullerenes was also difficult. Moreover, C~60~ fullerenes decompose into fragments when exposed to the electric field required for evaporation \[[@pone.0227920.ref007]\]. In this case, if the laser energy is increased, C~60~ may appear in the mass spectrum as ion fragments comprised of C~10~^+^ and C~18~^+^.

![SEM cross section image of the full PSC stack obtained by FIB.\
Perovskite grains of several hundred nanometers and fullerene islands are observed.](pone.0227920.g004){#pone.0227920.g004}

The sequence of steps that were followed for APT specimen preparation by means of FIB milling is shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0227920.g005){ref-type="fig"}. After a lift-out and successive welding of 2 μm-wide wedges onto Si microposts ([Fig 5A and 5B](#pone.0227920.g005){ref-type="fig"}), all the layers of the PSC remain clearly visible ([Fig 5C](#pone.0227920.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Nonetheless, as annular milling progresses and the tip of the specimen narrows, the layers cannot be resolved anymore as usually observed during milling of thin-film materials. Therefore, it is essential to monitor the annular milling process with a marker provided by the FEI-Helios software as shown in [Fig 5D](#pone.0227920.g005){ref-type="fig"}; in this case a line marker was used to stop annular milling when the Spiro-OmeTAD-Perovskite interface was positioned at the apex of the specimen ([Fig 5E](#pone.0227920.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![APT specimen preparation of PSC.\
(A) Wedges are cut from random spots across the surface of the Au contact and lifted out by the use of a micromanipulator. (B) The wedge is then soldered with Pt on Si microposts and cut in depth along the green box to obtain (C) 2 μm sized wedges before annular milling, the PSC layers are still clearly visible. (D) Marker used to manually control the end of annular milling. (E) Final specimen.](pone.0227920.g005){#pone.0227920.g005}

APT results: Mass spectrum analysis and yield {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------

Representative mass spectra from APT measurements from non-cryo and cryo-preparation specimens are shown in [Fig 6A and 6B](#pone.0227920.g006){ref-type="fig"} respectively. Some differences are readily observed: the specimen prepared at room temperature exhibits large amounts of unidentifiable peaks ([Fig 6A](#pone.0227920.g006){ref-type="fig"}). These peaks might originate from C~x~H~y~ fragments and/or hydrides (BrH^+^,PbIH^+^, PbH^+^, etc.) induced by FIB milling at room temperature \[[@pone.0227920.ref007], [@pone.0227920.ref017]\].

![Mass spectra obtained by APT (60 K, 1 pJ).\
Main peaks are highlighted (A) Non-Cryo-prepared sample. (B) Cryo prepared sample.](pone.0227920.g006){#pone.0227920.g006}

On the contrary, the mass spectra from the cryo-milled samples ([Fig 6B](#pone.0227920.g006){ref-type="fig"}) exhibits easily identifiable peaks and considerably less background noise at high mass-to-charge state ratios. In this case, fragmentation of C-H chains as well as the formation of different hydrides seems to have been considerably reduced. It is possible that the Ga ions from FIB preparation at room temperature may have significantly modified the original perovskite structure and lead to a modified material with a different field evaporation behavior as compared to the cryo-milled samples.

Moreover, the Si^+^ peak at 28 Da shown in [Fig 6B](#pone.0227920.g006){ref-type="fig"} originates from the glass substrate. This means that the APT experiment was long enough to reach the substrate, which is 1 μm below the surface of the device. In fact, the yield is significantly affected by preparing samples at room temperature. In this case, less than 40% of the experiments led to datasets with more than a 1 million detected ions, which were considered as successful, while for cryo-prepared samples more than 90% of the specimens were successfully analyzed. This may be due to defects introduced in the lattice by the high energy Ga ions from ion beam milling at room temperature. Since the perovskite material is highly susceptible to the electrostatic pressure generated during an APT experiment, any defect such as protrusions, holes or material discontinuity will severely cause stress concentrations in the material and lead to premature fracture of the specimen.

In both conditions, the MA (CH~6~N^+^, 8 atoms) and FA (CN~2~H~5~^+^, 8 atoms) ions are difficult to identify in the mass spectrum since in most cases these molecules are dissociated into fragments \[[@pone.0227920.ref007]\] such as C~x~-H~y~-N~z~ compounds, CH~2~^+^, CH~3~^+^~,~ NH~3~^+^, etc. between 6 and 50 Da. In general, complex molecules can be formed under the high electrical fields generated in an APT experiment, particularly for organic hydrogen containing chains such as MA and FA. For this reason, providing spatial information from the organic chains that compose the perovskite will always be considerably challenging and beyond the scope of the present article. Nonetheless, the C and N counts determined by the peaks at 12 and 14 Da respectively are considerably higher in the cryo-prepared specimens as seen in [Fig 6B](#pone.0227920.g006){ref-type="fig"}. This suggests that the organic portion of the perovskite material was better preserved in specimens that were prepared under cryogenic conditions.

Finally, the laser pulsing frequency of the APT experiment must be carefully selected. Since the perovskite material is partially comprised of heavy molecular ions such as Rb, I, Cs and Pb, frequencies larger than 65 kHz results in these ions not being detected and forming part of the background noise due to uncorrelated detection events. This can also be observed in the mass spectrum throughout the experiment as a \"wraparound\" effect at low mass-to-charge state ratios. In addition, higher laser pulsing frequencies will prevent heat transfer from the surface of the specimen resulting in an increased base temperature, which consequently compromises the mass resolution of the measurement.

Halide detection and distribution {#sec006}
---------------------------------

The major problem with specimen preparation of a PSC by means of FIB is usually related to the loss of organic cations and halides \[[@pone.0227920.ref011], [@pone.0227920.ref028]\]. In particular, the measured iodine concentration after FIB milling at room temperature is considerably lower (5 at.% lower) than that expected from the stoichiometry of the perovskite film. Tables [1](#pone.0227920.t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone.0227920.t002){ref-type="table"} show a summary of the ratio of the number of detected I ions to Pb ions obtained within different APT measurements performed on specimens prepared under non-cryo and cryo-conditions respectively. A clear trend was found: the nominal Pb:I ratio from 6 cryo-prepared specimens is mostly maintained (1:2.7±0.62) whereas specimens milled at room temperature exhibited significant loss of iodine, down to a ratio of 3:1. Additionally, since non-cryo prepared specimens were susceptible to early fracture, higher laser energies were needed to reduce the electrostatic field required for evaporation. This likely had a detrimental effect on the measured composition of the perovskite due to excessive heating of the perovskite film.

10.1371/journal.pone.0227920.t001

###### Summary of APT measurements obtained from non-cryo prepared samples.

![](pone.0227920.t001){#pone.0227920.t001g}

  Non-cryo prepared measurements   T (K)   Energy (pJ)   Result (ions)   Pb:I ratio
  -------------------------------- ------- ------------- --------------- ------------
  1                                55      10            Fracture        \-
  2                                60      10            15.000.000      3:1
  3                                60      5             Fracture        \-
  4                                60      10            6.200.000       1:1
  5                                50      10            Fracture        \-
  6                                60      1             2.500.000       1,4:1
  7                                55      10            Fracture        \-
  8                                55      15            5.100.000       2,5:1
  9                                60      10            Fracture        \-

10.1371/journal.pone.0227920.t002

###### Summary of APT measurements obtained from cryo prepared samples.

The expected Pb:I ratio (1:2,7) is considerably improved when measuring samples prepared under this condition.

![](pone.0227920.t002){#pone.0227920.t002g}

  Cryo-prepared measurements   T (K)   Energy (pJ)   Result (ions)   Pb:I ratio
  ---------------------------- ------- ------------- --------------- ------------
  10                           60      1--2          22.000.000      1:2,5
  11                           60      1             3.000.000       1:2
  12                           60      1             2.000.000       1:2
  13                           60      1             8.000.000       1:2,7
  14                           60      1             7.000.000       1:2,5
  15                           60      1             2.000.000       1:2,3

We can conclude from these observations that the advantages of preparing APT specimens under cryogenic conditions are mainly twofold. First, due to the resistance of the specimens against early fracture under a high electrostatic field, as observed by yield, lower laser energies can be used throughout the experiment. This is mandatory since low laser energies are generally required for analysis of photovoltaic materials characterized by high absorption capabilities as well as organic samples \[[@pone.0227920.ref029], [@pone.0227920.ref030]\]. Second, halide loss during FIB preparation is considerably mitigated. It is important to highlight that the main I contribution originates from the detection of the I~2~^+^ peak. I~2~ may be present in the material in the form of PbI~2~ as an ambient degradation product or from an excess added to the precursor during film processing \[[@pone.0227920.ref026], [@pone.0227920.ref031]\]. For this reason it is difficult to discern whether this molecule is present in the original sample or is formed as a complex ion during field evaporation. This may occur if the energy required for field evaporation of the I~2~ molecule is less than that of I. However, [Fig 7A](#pone.0227920.g007){ref-type="fig"} shows the contribution of I~2~ and I on the total iodine concentration of a representative cryo-prepared APT specimen. It shows a smooth decrease of I as the measurement progresses towards the ETL with a deviation from the nominal composition (24.2 at.%) of ±5at.%. This suggests that the iodine detected during field evaporation is originated from a homogeneous distribution of I within the perovskite film regardless of the nature of the parent iodine ion (I~2~ or I). This result can be used for characterization of perovskite films that may contain inhomogeneities or phases with a surplus or depletion of iodine of more than 5 at.%.

![Distribution of iodine within the perovskite film of a cryo-prepared specimen.\
(A) Contribution of I^+^ and I~2~^+^ on the total iodine concentration along the direction shown by the dashed arrow in (B). (B) Distribution of I~2~ ions. (C) Distribution of I ions with the corresponding 2-D density plot on the X and Y planes.](pone.0227920.g007){#pone.0227920.g007}

In addition, as shown in [Fig 7B and 7C](#pone.0227920.g007){ref-type="fig"}, I^+^ is consistently found towards the bottom part of the perovskite layer near the electron transporting layer (ETL). A few mechanisms may be contributing to this observed iodine behavior before and/or after the APT measurements. Firstly, the loss or degradation of I to I~2~ may occur since the wedge is exposed to the high-energy Ga-ions or electron beam at room temperature during the early stages of FIB preparation \[[@pone.0227920.ref011], [@pone.0227920.ref031]\]. Most of this loss should, however, be inhibited by completing annular milling on the final atom probe specimen under cryogenic conditions. Secondly, iodine migration might occur within the perovskite film due to the high voltages used during an APT experiment. It has been shown that a bias of as little as 1V/μm applied to the perovskite material at temperatures above 0°C may induce drift of I towards its respective sink depending on device architecture \[[@pone.0227920.ref032]\]. Nonetheless, the APT experiment is performed at 60 K and, thus, the diffusion of I within the perovskite layer should be expected to be significantly impeded. As shown by Li et al. \[[@pone.0227920.ref033]\], only a considerable increase in the localized temperature due to laser pulsing during the measurement may be sufficient to provide the necessary driving force for I mobility under an electric field at extremely low temperatures. Lastly, this behavior may be explained by post dissociation of I~2~ during the APT measurement.

The dissociation energy of a I~2~ molecule is 1.68 eV \[[@pone.0227920.ref034]\]. This does not reflect the energy necessary to further dissociate a I~2~^+^ ion under intense electric field conditions, but can likely be used as a proxy. Since the radius of the specimen is larger towards the substrate and the temperature rise from the pulsed laser dissipates within a relatively larger volume, higher voltages are required to maintain the desired ion detection rate. Furthermore, higher electric fields are necessary in order to evaporate ions from the ETL and the glass substrate as the measurement proceeds towards the interface. The electric field at this point may then be high enough to increase the probability of I~2~ dissociation. An approach that may be used for observing a change in electric field is by tracking charge state ratios for a specific element. Particularly, during field evaporation of the perovskite layer peaks at 102 Da., 103 Da, 103.5 Da. and 104 Da. appeared in the mass spectrum with natural abundance isotopic ratios corresponding to Pb^++^.

Indeed, as can be observed in [Fig 8](#pone.0227920.g008){ref-type="fig"} an increase in electric field is readily noticeable, namely, the Pb^+^/Pb^++^ ratio decreases as field evaporation continues towards the ETL. A general increase of Pb^+^ is observed across the length of the APT specimen due to inhomogeneity of Pb in the APT sample, nonetheless, the Pb^++^ concentration increases by an order of magnitude as the APT experiment progresses towards the backside of the solar cell.

![Concentration of Pb^+^ and Pb^++^ along the direction indicated by the dashed arrow on the atom probe reconstruction (inset).\
As field evaporation takes place towards the SnO~2~-ITO layers a higher electric field is required to maintain the selected detection rate therefore leading to the post-ionization of Pb^+^ into Pb^++^.](pone.0227920.g008){#pone.0227920.g008}

According to the post-ionization theory stated by Kingham \[[@pone.0227920.ref035]\] double ionization of Pb occurs at higher fields, therefore the sharp increase of the Pb^++^ concentration directly correlates to a considerable increase in the electric field necessary to maintain the desired detection rate. In fact, Pb requires a 2nd ionization energy of 15.03eV which is more than double of that required for 1st ionization \[[@pone.0227920.ref036]\]. To further support this assertion, the second ionization potential for I~2~ is 15.7 eV \[[@pone.0227920.ref037]\] similar to that of Pb. Therefore the appearance of Pb^++^ towards the ETL layer signifies that it is highly likely that I~2~ is also being ionized to form I~2~^++^, which under the effect of the electric field can be subsequently dissociated to form I^+^ ions due to the relatively low binding energy of I~2~.

Another consideration that must be noted as a consequence of these dissociative processes is the possible formation of neutrals. Depending on the laser energy, and therefore, the strength of the electric field on the surface of the specimen, dissociative events may occur near or away from the apex of the APT specimen. At higher laser energies, dissociation is most likely to occur far from the specimen surface where the probability of subsequent ionization of a neutral molecule is low due to the decreased intensity of the electric field \[[@pone.0227920.ref038]\]. These neutrals would consequently not be detected in an APT equipped with a reflectron system such as the LEAP^™^ 5000XR used in this work \[[@pone.0227920.ref039], [@pone.0227920.ref040]\]. This could account for the further loss of I as a neutral during the APT experiment at higher laser pulse energies, here observed with 10 pJ but also previously reported with energies between 30--100 pJ \[[@pone.0227920.ref028]\]. Furthermore, since the probability for ion dissociation within the perovskite layer is high as previously explained, neutrals may also form as a by-product of the successive dissociation of a parent ion. This behavior was previously observed during field evaporation of GaN where a particular dissociation pathway dissociated GaN~3~^++^ molecules and formed N~2~ neutrals \[[@pone.0227920.ref040]\].

Rb distribution {#sec007}
---------------

After having shown that the perovskite material is better preserved during cryo-FIB preparation it is possible to more reliably characterize its microstructure with APT measurements. In this regard, an important question for solar cell applications is the distribution of Rb within the perovskite film. In most of the specimens Rb was not detected with APT, nonetheless, in those specimens that did contain Rb it was seen to segregate in highly concentrated regions, both in the data from non-cryo and cryo-prepared specimens (not shown here). This experience suggests that Rb segregates in the perovskite film after synthesis. Segregation of Rb is moreover in line with a report in Ref \[[@pone.0227920.ref041]\] where Rb was suggested by NMR analysis not to be incorporated into the perovskite lattice but instead forms separate RbI~x~Br~1-x~ and Rb~x~Pb~y~Br~z~ phases. For solar cell applications it is yet unclear how these Rb-rich phases affect the efficiency of the photovoltaic device in the long term. A detailed study of these phenomena lies beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, further research is ongoing in order to investigate the evolution of the perovskite microstructure during different stages of its operating lifetime by means of APT and in correlation with other microscopic techniques and solar cell characterization. Organic-inorganic specimens that are susceptible to undesired changes due to electric fields, UV-light exposure and ultra-high vacuum may still lead to significant reconstruction artifacts due to the complex nature of the field evaporation process around APT specimens of these materials.

Conclusions {#sec008}
===========

Cryo-FIB was used to prepare samples of a quadruple-cation perovskite-based solar cell for investigation by APT. It was found that halide loss, in particular that of I, was mitigated due to the diminished infiltration and damage of the perovskite film from high-energy Ga ions. However, further loss of I may occur during the APT experiment since formation of undetectable neutrals I or I~2~ is possible due to dissociative events and the high sensitivity of the perovskite material towards laser energy.

In addition, the Iodide contribution in the mass spectrum mainly originated from detection of I~2~^+^. Since the I~2~^+^ ion forms probably during the measurement it is unclear whether this molecule is originally present in the perovskite film. I^+^ directly was only detected when the APT tip was exposed to relatively large voltages, most likely due to dissociation effects caused by the increase of the electric field the tip is exposed to towards the SnO~2~-ITO interface.

Regardless of the nature of the evaporated iodine ion, the total composition of iodine is mostly maintained with respect to the nominal values. This reliability can thus be used during APT characterization of perovskite films which may contain elemental segregation or phases with considerable deviations from the nominal composition.

Finally, milling at low temperatures has prevented the formation of defects in the material. The prepared APT specimens are more resistant to the elevated stresses caused by the electric field during an APT measurement and, by extension, provide a more-easily interpretable mass spectra. It can be concluded that cryo-FIB can be a viable solution to preserve the pristine nature of sensitive organic-inorganic materials for subsequent APT analysis. Nonetheless, care must be taken in interpreting the spatial distribution of elements in the reconstructions obtained from APT.

The authors are grateful to Uwe Tezins and Volker Kree for their support to the APT, SEM, FIB, and TEM facilities at Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung GmbH and Hans-Gerd Boyen at Hasselt University for discussions on perovskite solar cells. In part we used the LEAP 5000 HR at the Flemish APT center, KU Leuven.
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1\. Please ensure that your manuscript meets PLOS ONE\'s style requirements, including those for file naming. The PLOS ONE style templates can be found at<http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=wjVg/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_main_body.pdf> and <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=ba62/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_title_authors_affiliations.pdf>

2\. Our internal editors have looked over your manuscript and determined that it is within the scope of our \"Photovoltaic Solar Cell Materials - Design, Fabrication and Testing\" Call for Papers. This collection of papers is headed by a team of Guest Editors for PLOS ONE: Maria Antonietta Loi (University of Groningen), Juan-Pablo Correa-Baena (Georgia Institute of Technology), Hongxia Wang (Queensland University of Technology), Shuxia Tao (Eindhoven University of Technology), Devid Fenning (University of California San Diego) and Graeme Blake (University of Groningen).

The Collection will encompass a diverse range of research articles on photovoltaic solar cells, including materials design, stability and testing.  Additional information can be found on our announcement page: <https://collections.plos.org/s/solar-cells>.

If you would like your manuscript to be considered for this collection, please let us know in your cover letter and we will ensure that your paper is treated as if you were responding to this call. If you would prefer to remove your manuscript from collection consideration, please specify this in the cover letter.

3\. We recommend that you amend your methods section for reproducibility reasons so as to include the full details of the sources of all the materials used in you study (e.g suppliers, product numbers, etc.).

Additional Editor Comments (if provided):

Authors are suggested to comment on the repeatability/reproducibility of the performance.

If possible, authors are suggested to include relative standard deviations (RSD) of performance from 5-10 samples.

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: In the manuscript entitled "Cryo-Focused Ion Beam Preparation of Perovskite based solar cells for Atom Probe Tomography" by Nicolás Alfonso Rivas et al. report a cryo-focused ion beam approach to prepare specimens for atom probe tomography measurements from a quadruple cation perovskite-based solar cell device with 19.7% efficiency. As opposed to room temperature FIB milling, authors found that cryo-milling considerably improved APT results in terms of yield and composition measurement, i.e. halide loss, both related to less defects within the APT specimen.

The data is quite thorough in this study. I think this work is of general interest to the reader of PLos one in the field of device fabrication of complex organo-metal materials.

Reviewer \#2: The manuscript entitled" Cryo-Focused Ion Beam Preparation of Perovskite based solar cells for Atom Probe Tomography" works on using Cryo-FIB to prepare samples for hybrid perovskite solar cells. The organization of the data and language in this manuscript is well organized and clear expressed. The detailed operation process and the results obtained from the measurement are helpful for the understanding of perovskite materials. Thereby, I do recommend publishing this manuscript after minor revision.

1\. Are there some reports on sample preparation of hybrid perovskite film? If yes, please make comparison to confirm the advantages with cryo.

2\. The fullerene layer is observed as discreet islands as mentioned in the manuscript. Does the so-called island formed during the sample preparation using FIB? Please supply the cross-sectional images for samples prepared by simple break rather than FIB.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Click here for additional data file.
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8 Dec 2019

Dear reviewer \#2:

Thank you for reviewing our manuscript with title "Cryo-focused ion beam preparation of perovskite based solar cells for atom probe tomography". Below are the responses to your requested minor revisions and the raised questions:

1\. There are indeed to the best of our knowledge only two reports on the context of sample preparation of perovskite based solar cells and these mentioned only the initial MAPbI3. These two publications, \[1\] and \[2\] respectively, focus on preparation for TEM analysis and also include the use of (room-temperature) Focused Ion Beam (FIB) preparation which is in principle also the way to prepare APT specimens in manuscripts: For the specific case of atom probe specimen preparation, only the one report is thus currently available \[2\]. Yet, both reports do not include cryo-preparation, which is the main result that we present here.

Their main observations are consistent with our initial starting point, namely, a considerably halide loss is observed after analyzing perovskite material with APT specimens prepared under standard (temperature) conditions. We thus provide an very important improvement on these results by preparing atom probe specimens under cryogenic conditions and report a novel quality achieved which, although still not perfect as we describe but allowing these studies now even with quantitative aspects as we describe in our manuscript.

In \[1\] Rothmann et.al establish that CH3NH3PbI3 solar-cell-based materials undergo considerable damage when analyzed under electron beam (SEM) and milled with focused ion beam at standard operating temperatures. In general, they observe that the perovskite layer endures continuous structural and compositional changes. Specifically, the perovskite material loses iodine (I) down to a ratio Pb:I of 1:2 instead of that expected from the stoichiometry (1:3). They also comment on the effect of analyzing MAPbI3 with TEM under cryo conditions. They observe that perovskite undergoes amorphization but no observations were documented regarding the final halide concentration. They also mention that the effect of grain boundary changes during TEM investigation is not as drastic as when measuring at standard temperatures. Moreover, specific Ga-focused ion beam interaction with the perovskite sample at liquid nitrogen temperatures was not discussed. We here now propose, by measuring the final composition with atom probe tomography, that the volatilization of halide is reduced when samples are prepared under cryo-conditions. Finally, Rothmann et.al only analyzed MAPbI3 based perovskite layers, in our case multiple cations (Rb, Cs and FA) are added to the perovskite chemistry in order to stabilize the perovskite structure and provide longer term stability for solar cell applications \[3, 4\].

2\. In the figure below, a non-FIB milled, simply-cleaved cross section is shown. Since this sample was set for EBIC measurements the magnification was kept low to avoid structural damage to the perovskite film. Nonetheless, the discreet island features of the C60 fullerene layer are still observable. We ask not to publish this image in this manuscript since this is confidential work of some of our collaborators in an independent own study with industry participation. In answer to the reviewer we therefore propose that the observed discreet islands are not formed during FIB milling but rather during the synthesis process, also since the solubility of C60 in the solvent is quite low \[5\] which could therefore indeed lead to a higher propensity of agglomeration upon the spin coating process.

\[1\] M. U. Rothmann, W. Li, Y. Zhu, A. Liu, Z. L. Ku, U. Bach, et al., \"Structural and Chemical Changes to CH3NH3PbI3 Induced by Electron and Gallium Ion Beams,\" Advanced Materials, vol. 30, Jun 20 2018.

\[2\] N. A. Kotulak, Z. S. Almutawah, S. C. Watthage, A. Phillips, D. W. Zhao, K. E. Knipling, et al., \"3D imaging compositional map in one-step growth of CH3NH3PbI3,\" 2018 Ieee 7th World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion (Wcpec) (a Joint Conference of 45th Ieee Pvsc, 28th Pvsec & 34th Eu Pvsec), pp. 0485-0489, 2018.

\[3\] M. Saliba, T. Matsui, J. Y. Seo, K. Domanski, J. P. Correa-Baena, M. K. Nazeeruddin, et al., \"Cesium-containing triple cation perovskite solar cells: improved stability, reproducibility and high efficiency,\" Energy & Environmental Science, vol. 9, pp. 1989-1997, 2016.

\[4\] O. A. Syzgantseva, M. Saliba, M. Gratzel, and U. Rothlisberger, \"Stabilization of the Perovskite Phase of Formamidinium Lead Triiodide by Methylammonium, Cs, and/or Rb Doping,\" Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, vol. 8, pp. 1191-1196, Mar 16 2017.

\[5\] C. I. Wang and C. C. Hua, \"Solubility of C-60 and PCBM in Organic Solvents,\" Journal of Physical Chemistry B, vol. 119, pp. 14496-14504, Nov 12 2015.

10.1371/journal.pone.0227920.r003
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Dear Dr. Rivas,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

With kind regards,

Kalisadhan Mukherjee

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Additional Editor Comments (optional):

Reviewer 1 and Reviewer 2 both have recommended the acceptance of the article. The manuscript thus may be accepted for publication.

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#2: (No Response)

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#2: No
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Cryo-focused ion beam preparation of perovskite based solar cells for atom probe tomography

Dear Dr. Rivas:

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been deemed suitable for publication in PLOS ONE. Congratulations! Your manuscript is now with our production department.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper at this point, to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, please inform our press team within the next 48 hours. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

For any other questions or concerns, please email <plosone@plos.org>.

Thank you for submitting your work to PLOS ONE.

With kind regards,

PLOS ONE Editorial Office Staff

on behalf of

Dr. Kalisadhan Mukherjee

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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